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WELCOME NOTE
Dear Parents/Guardians,
Selecting the right path into senior cycle curriculum
is a critical task faced by students every year.
Although being made early, this path can affect the
paths into college that are open to students.
In addition to the programme choice, the subject
choice process can also be a daunting experience for
students and parents alike. This brochure is intended
to give all the information required to make an
informed decision.
Should you require any further information
regarding programme or subject choice please do
not hesitate to contact Ms. N O’Mahony, Career
Guidance Counsellor in the school.

TRANSITION YEAR
Transition Year is an optional one-year programme. It is
designed to act as a bridge between the Junior Cycle and
Leaving Certificate programmes. It is a year to explore
careers, hobbies, talents and strengths while allowing
students the opportunity to make new friendships and
solidify others.
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The Leaving Certificate Applied programme is a two
year Leaving Certificate available to students who
wish to follow a practical Leaving Certificate with a
vocational emphasis. The programme also focuses on
the preparation for the world of work and life-long
learning. The learning experiences are active and
practical where students apply their knowledge, skills
and experiences to real life situations in school, in the
workplace and the wider community.

LEAVING CERTIFICATE APPLIED
5
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The Leaving Certificate Established programme is a two
year programme which cumulates with the final
examination of the Leaving Certificate Exams. Students
who select this programme with study 7 subjects, 3 core
subjects, English, Irish and Maths and then 4 other optional
subjects. St Tiernan’s Community School is also offering
students the option of selecting the Link Modules or LCPV
programme as an 8th subject.

LEAVING CERTIFICATE
ESTABLISHED

POINT SCORING
SYSTEM
• Entry to most courses in the CAO system is determined
according to the common point scale
• A score higher than H6 or above in higher level
Mathematics will receive twenty-five (25) bonus points.
• A higher level H1 will receive 125 points (100 common
scale points plus 25 bonus points).
• Two H5 and four O6/H7 grades are the matriculation
requirements for level 8 courses in all Higher Educational
Institutions except TCD.
• TCD requires three H5 and three O6/H7
• Five subjects at O6/H7 are required for level 7 courses.

CAREER PROGRESSION
Following the completion of the Leaving Certificate Applied
or Leaving Certificate Established programme students will
have many options open to them for their career paths.
Students can first choose to apply to a PLC (portfolio acting
pre university sciences).
If students do not want to do a PLC they can apply for a
University level 7 or 8 course through the CAO Application.
Students who want to go straight into work can look into an
Apprenticeship programme.
All of these options will be explored in career guidance
with the career guidance counsellor.

TIPS FOR CHOOSING YOUR
LEAVING CERTIFICATE
ESTABLISHED SUBJECTS
• Choose subjects you will enjoy and do well in
• Carry out your research on possible future courses you might want
to study as certain courses require certain subjects i.e. Medicine
requires a science
• Most level 5,6,and 7 courses require a pass grade in five subjects in
your leaving certificate at higher or ordinary level. However some
may want to see one higher level subject.
• Most level 8 courses require a pass grade in 6 subjects with a H5 or
above in two subjects and a pass in the other. Passing English, Irish
and Maths is also required in most courses
• Some courses require you to have a certain grade in a certain
subject i.e. H4 in Irish for primary school teaching
• If you think you would like to study a specialist subject after school,
then you should try engage in this subject within your subject
choice
• The NUI’s – Maynooth, UCD, UCC, NUIG and other smaller colleges
require you to have studied a third language for entry into Arts,
Business, Law and Accounting
• There is no easy subject. What’s easy for one might be extremely
difficult for another student. So make your choice with only you in
mind!

SUBJECT OFFERINGS –
SENIOR CYCLE
Senior Cycle Core Subjects
• English
• Irish
• Math
Non Exam Core Subjects
• Physical Education
• Religious Education
• Career Guidance

Senior Cycle Optional
Subjects
• Geography
• History
• French
• Business
• Art, Craft & Design
• Biology
• Chemistry
• Home Economics
• Engineering
• Construction Studies
• Design &
Communication
Graphics
• Music
• LCVP

www.sttiernans.ie
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French
Why Study French?

• International language of
cooking, fashion, theatre, the
visual arts, dance and
architecture.
• French is the official language
of the united nations, the
European union, UNESCO,
NATO. the international
Olympic committee, the
international red cross and
international courts.
• Good basis for learning other
languages. For example, Italian
and Spanish.
• Requirement for entry to
a number of courses in third
level.

What type of student will French
suit?
•Anyone with an interest in French

culture, history and language.
•Students who have studied
French for Junior Cycle. Students
who have taken up French in
senior cycle have also been
successful.
•Students who are considering
working in France, Canada, the EU
or in the area of international
relations in the future.

Course Overview/Course Content
Modern languages require students to
be proficient in the following skills:
• Oral/speaking
• Aural/Listening
• Reading
• Written
A wide variety of themes are covered.
For example:
• Family
• School
• Hobbies
• Sport

French
Career Possibilities

Specific careers in which
French is of benefit
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teaching
Tourism
Translation
Interpreting
Linguistics
Localisation
Journalism and media.

Exam Structure
Oral (25%)
13 minute French interview.

Third Level Requirement
A third language is a requirement
for entry into a number of third
level courses. There are currently
450 courses that may require
French for entry into third level.
For example:
•Law and French or Business and
French in TCD.
•International commerce with
French in NUIG.
•European studies or Business
studies with French in UL .

Listening exam (20%)
It involves listening to a variety of
dialogues/news items in French and
answering questions in English.
Written exam (45%)
It involves French comprehensions on
literary and journalistic passages,
letters, emails, messages, diary entries,
postcards, applications and opinion
pieces.

Chemistry
Career Possibilities

Course Overview

A subject that facilitates a
great understanding and
appreciation of the world
around us. Perfect for any
student with an interest in
science or who enjoyed
science at Junior Certificate
level.

What type of student will
French suit?
Perfect for anyone with an
interest in a career in
science. Particularly in the
pharmaceutical industry of
which there are 9 major
companies in Ireland

Study the atoms of the
various elements of the
periodic table and how they
interact with each other to
form literally everything

Biology
Career Possibilities

Biology is perfect for
students who are
interested in becoming
doctors, nurses, vets,
marine biologist,
horticulturists,
botanist or any careers
involving the study of
the various forms of life
on our planet (and
recently beyond)

Course Content
Unit 1: Study of Life
Unit 2: Study of the cell
Unit 3: Study of the organism

Course Overview
A fascinating subject that
allows a person to develop a
greater understanding of
how an organism develops,
lives and interacts with the
world that we know
An accessible science
subject that is perfect for
any student that has an
interest science, plants or
how the body works

Geography
Why study this subject?
Students should study Geography if they are interested in learning
about the location of places and the physical and cultural
characteristics of those places around them.
Studying Geography will allow students to develop the following
skills:
•
•
•
•
•

Map and aerial photograph interpretation,
Satellite imagery,
Figure interpretation,
Census of population data
Weather maps and data.

What type of student would this subject suit?
Geography is a subject that is accessible to all
students who are enthusiastic and have an
interest in the world around them.
Students who enjoy field studies and the
practical element of learning would also be
suited to this subject.

Geography
Career Possibilities

Course overview/Exam Structure

• Cartography

Written Exam paper – 80% (Both HL
& OL

• Tourism and Transport
• Geographical
Information Systems

Geographical Investigation Report–
20% (Both HL and OL)

• Town Planning
• Environmental Science
• Teacher
• Meteorology/ Weather
Forecasting
• Global/Development
Work
3rd level requirement
• Geography is not an essential requirement for any college course
in the CAO system.
• Geography is accepted as a Science subject in TCD.
• Geography at H6 or O3 is accepted as a requirement for Science
(DN200) by UCD.

History
What is History for Leaving
Certificate?
History aims to record and
analyse events which have
happened in the past, with an
emphasis on both how and
why events occurred. It is
often studied out of personal
interest, but also develops
important skills such as selfdiscipline and critical thinking
which are of life-long
importance. It is crucial when
studying history to pay
attention to the evidence
presented and to keep in
mind factors such as bias and
propaganda.. The Leaving Cert
History course is divided into
two discrete fields of study:
Early Modern (1492-1815)
Late Modern (1815-1993).

Exam Structure
Students can now secure up to
20% of their overall mark by
pre-submitting a research paper
on a selected topic from a range
set out by the State
Examinations Commission.
The remaining 80% is assessed
through final examination. At
two different levels
•The Higher Level Paper
consists of four questions,
one on each of the four
topics studied. All four
questions will be of equal
value. One of the
questions will
be documents-based.
•The Ordinary Level Paper
consists of four questions,
one on each of the four
topics studied. All four
questions will be of equal
value. Three of the
questions will be
general questions, while
one will be documentsbased.

History
What kind of student might History suit?
• Students who enjoy and appreciate
history and would like to improve their
knowledge.
• Students who are willing to commit a lot
of time; history is a demanding subject.
• Students who have strong English
language skills and are able to write well.
• Students aiming to improve their selfdiscipline and research skills.

News Article
A 2018 survey of 304 first year
students in Dublin City University
(DCU) carried out by the institute
of education at DCU finds that
Leaving Certificate History is one
of the best subjects for preparing
students for third-level education

Career Opportunities
• Law
• Archaeologist
• Archivist
• Genealogist
• Historical Journalist
• Historical Research
• History Teacher / Lecturer
• Inspector of Ancient
Monuments

Business
Course overview/Exam Structure

Unit 1
Covering the different
people in business
and their relationships
to each other

Unit 2
Covering the art of
setting up your own
business and learning
about famous
entrepreneurs

Unit 3
Covering the aspect of
management and how
to be a good manager
with specific focus on
planning, motivating,
communicating,
organising, leading
and controlling.

Unit 4
Covering the aspect of
managing finance in
the business and at
home. Special focus
given to taxation and
pay, insurance and life
skills needed in those
areas.

Unit 5
Looking at businesses
in action focusing on
some of the worlds
biggest businesses
and how they
operate, market,
finance and expand

Unit 6
Covering the different
sectors of business
and the link that
exists between
business and the
community and the
told that government
have in business.

Unit 7
Looking at business in
the wider world how
international business
happens and the
place of Ireland in the
EU and the affect that
has on business

Leaving Certificate Business is a subject which offers both knowledge
for an exam and for life in general. It has moved away from being a
textbook only based subject and is now a subject that embraces many
forms of media.
The Business subject is assessed at the end of the 2 year cycle with a
final exam.
It has two different levels, Higher and Ordinary. The papers are nearly
identical in content apart from an extra case study question on the
Higher Level Exam.
Both exams are a mix of long and short answered questions.

Business
The study of business is not just from a textbook so if you enjoy any
of the following tv shows, podcasts or movies a study of the subject
might be for you
Podcasts
The Entrepreneur Experiment
A Work in Progress
Architects of Business
Business Wars
50 Things that Made the Modern Economy
Business as Usual
Movies
The Social Network
Monsters Inc
Moneyball
The Pursuit of Happiness
Documentaries/Programmes
McMillions
Food Unwrapped
How to be Good with Money
At Your Service
SharkTank
Dragons Den
The Apprentice
Social Dilemma

Career Possibilities

Do I need to have studied business for my Junior Cert?
No, this is not necessary. You can choose business without
having done it before as the course is designed to start
from the beginning
Why should I choose business?
You should choose it because it is a wide ranging subject
that can open many doors for you in the future. It is
especially useful as a subject if you don’t yet know what
career path you want to follow. Plus we use business
everyday without even realising so it’s cool to gain an
insight to the world.
My friends have said business is really boring, would you
agree?
Obviously I’m biased on this as I love the subject. But some
students do think because it’s a theory based subject it can
be boring. I think business has come along way as a subject
in the last few years and has really updated itself to fit with
our current lifestyles. I think it’s a subject that is as
interesting as you allow it to be.
Do we go on trips in business?
Yes, in non-covid times we have engaged on different field
trips in business. We would also have different speakers
into the class to bring a real life element to some of the
course.

Accounting

Accounting as a subject focuses on the numerical element of business studies. It teaches
students the fundamentals of completing accounts both for business, households and
community organisations. It opens a wide range of doors for students in regards to
future careers.

Financial Accounting
This section looks at a wide range
of different accounts for profit and
cash management that are used in
various settings across business and
community organisations. Here you
will learn how to complete end of
year accounts, performance
analysis, farm and club accounts
and the published accounts that the
public see belonging to business.

Management Accounting
This section of the course focuses Theory
on the analysis of business costs
and learning how to budget.
Although focused on business use
you will learn how to conduct
budgeting accounts for your own
life too.

The course is predominantly
numerical but there are small
aspects of theory in learning the
concepts and rationale of
procedures

Career Possibilities

Do I need to have studied business for my Junior Cert?
No, this is not necessary. You can choose accounting without having done it
before as the course is designed to start from the beginning
Why should I choose accounting?
You should choose it because it is a wide ranging subject that can open many
doors for you in the future. It is especially useful as a subject if you are involved
with any sporting clubs or organisations as it will teach you the fundamentals
of completing accounts which is always a valued skill.
My friends have said accounting is really hard, would you agree?
Obviously I’m biased on this as I have experience and have studied the subject.
I think what makes students say this is that they see numbers and think of
maths. Accounting is not maths!! You only need to know how to add, subtract,
multiply and divide. There are no complex equations or letters involved!
Do I need to be good at maths for this subject?
This is a difficult question that I always hate answering!! As I have said
accounting is basic maths. It is a numerical subject so there is maths involved
however I have found when students ask this question they usually mean if it
has letters and numbers. So the short answer I usually give is if you can use a
calculator and follow a format you will be fine!

LCVP

Enterprise Education commonly called LCVP, is an additional subject
that students can take over the Leaving Certificate Cycle. It would be
an 8th subject for many students
•
•
•
•
•

Am I suited to lcvp?
This is a practical subject/programme that suits practical
students.
It is a real preparation for the world of work.
The bulk of marks (60%) go for the portfolio which is done
over the 2-years in class so attendance is key!
Promotes skills and qualities of self-reliance, innovation and
enterprise
Skills learned through LCVP such as planning, researching,
writing reports and making presentations are keys to your
success at third level.

LCVP

To be eligible for participation in LCVP students must have a certain
combination of subjects. This means that if a student already knows
they want to participate in LCVP they must be mindful when selecting
their subject choices. Meeting any one of the above 13 combinations
will qualify a student for LCVP.

Benefits of selecting LCVP
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge of the world of work.
Skills for job seeking.
Undertaken work experience or participated in work simulation
Be more innovative and enterprising.
Be used to working in teams.
Have experience of using computers and audio visual equipment
Be familiar with setting up and running enterprising initiatives.

Home Economics
Why study this subject?
Students should study this subject if
they are interested in the following
areas:
•Nutrition
•Diet and health
•Food Science
•How certain foods are made
•Consumer Studies
•Sociology ( poverty, the family
etc)
•Family resource management
(Household finances, housing)

Exam Structure
Written Exam paper – 80%
The written examination consists of
three sections.
Practical Coursework – 20%
This is worth 20% of the final mark;
this is submitted in journal form
earlier in the Leaving Certificate year.

What type of student would
this subject suit?
This subject should suit a
practical student who would
enjoy making things, doing
things and knowing how
things work.
Much of the course is theory
based – students are often
under the illusion that “it’s all
cooking” and find it quite a
shock when they realise even
the Practical Section has to be
written up and presented –
because there is no Practical
Examination.

Home Economics
Course overview/course content
• Practical cookery assessed through written exams only (5 times
throughout the 2 years)
• Elective— Social studies
• There is a lot more Sociology e.g. Family /marriage/
relationships/ family problems e.g. alcoholism, gambling, the
elderly, housing, problems facing teenagers/ child care
development
• In-depth Study of Nutrition, Resource Management and
Consumer Studies

Career Possibilities
This subject provides a good foundation in careers including Health,
Education and Tourism, Clothing and Design and the Food industry,
some sample occupations below
•Chef
•Child Care
•Nutritionist
•Health Inspector
•Home Management
•Home Economics Teacher
•Hotel Housekeeper and Manager
•Nursing
•Social Worker
•Nursery and Pre-school
•Interior Design

Art, Craft & Design
Why study this subject?
Studying art gives you an
opportunity to be creative, use
your imagination and look at
how you can experiment with
new materials.
We offer a wider range of art
and craft disciplines such as
drawing, painting, printing, 3D,
clay, modelling and sewing.

What type of student
would this subject suit?
Students that are creative,
enthusiastic and likes to explore
new ideas using their
imagination. Students that like to
draw, paint and create are really
suited to this this course.

Course overview/Exam
structure
Project - 50%
Life Drawing - 11.5%
History of Art - 37.5%

Art, Craft & Design
Career possibilities
Fashion and Textiles: Dressmaker, Fibre Artist,
Accessory Designer, Embroiderer, Fashion
consultant/designer,Fashion merchandising,
Pattern maker, Costume designer
Graphic Design: Advertising Director,
Logo/Branding Designer, Sign writer, Magazine
layout designer, Illustrator, Packaging
Designer,Typographer
Fine Art: Painer, Architectural illustrator, Book
illustrator, Storyboard illustrator, Printmaker,
Screenprinter, Tattoo Artist
Digital/MultiMedia: Animator,
Digital illustrator, Digital 3D
Modeller, Web Designer, App
Designer, Television, film
producer, Camera operator,
Film editor, Special effects
designer, Video game design.
Spatial Design: Architect,
Landscape designer, Interior
designer, Set/stage designer
3D Production: Industrial
designer, Toy designer, Stained
glass window designer,Prop
designer,Ceramic
designer,Wood turner, Glass
artist, Jeweller, Weaver.
3rd level requirement
A portfolio of artwork is needed
for entry to Art College.

Subject aims:
Life skills and other benefits:
Through Music, we aim to nurture our students’ creative The study of music improves academic skills,
expression by facilitating a safe space for them to expand develops physical skills, cultivates social skills,
their imaginations and explore their own abilities. We aim nurtures

emotional intelligence, refines
discipline and patience, boosts self-esteem,
to develop our students’ resilience and patience as they
introduces students to other cultures and of
learn a new instrument or become familiar with musical
course provides an outlet for creativity and selflanguage. We aim to cultivate an appreciation and expression. In short: it’s simply magical.
enthusiasm for the complexities of music and for lots of
different musical styles. Above all else, we aim to instil a
joy, passion and love for music education in our students as

“Ah music - a magic beyond all we do here.” Albus Dumbledore (J.K. Rowling)

they deepen their understanding of one of the most
beautiful things in life.

What I will learn in Music:
 How to read music and compose music of your Why choose this subject?
own - both melodies, chords, bass and harmony Most importantly, if you have a passion for Music,
enjoy listening to or playing music and would like to
lines.
learn more about this subject in a practical, enjoyable
 The language of music in terms of describing what way - Music is definitely the subject for you!
you are hearing and the techniques a composer has
You should also choose music if you prefer subjects
that don’t involve essay-writing, if you are open to
How to play a variety of new instruments, exploring lots of different musical styles and
including but not limited to: guitar, ukulele, piano, instruments, and if you are prepared to be neat and
organised (I hear that Music teachers love to use
flute, tin whistle, djembe drumming and singing.
highlighters and colour-coding…)
How to analyse a piece of music or a song on the
used.




radio, identifying the instruments playing and what
exactly they’re doing.



Music Technology skills including inputting songs Journey after school/Career prospects:
into a computer to be played by a variety of Education - becoming a Music teacher

either in secondary or primary schools, a
Music lecturer in a University or teaching
beats, samples, etc.; and experimenting with sound private instrumental lessons in a School of
effects through various Music software Music
instruments; creating your own pieces using loops,

programmes.


Business/Technology - music producer,
sound engineer, music therapist, radio
pop, folk, rock, reggae, musical theatre, Irish presenter, lyricist, music in advertising,
music scoring and arranging in the film
traditional and much much more...
industry
A variety of styles of music including classical,

Performance - solo artist, member of a
band, member of an orchestra,
songwriter/composer, conductor
Areas studied:
 Practical performance and rhythmic skills
 Music literacy - reading music and writing
music onto manuscript paper
 Melody writing
 Accompaniment and harmony - chords, bass
Assessment:
lines, harmony lines
25% - Listening Exam paper in June: Students are
 For the Leaving Cert, studied works include
The Beatles, Berlioz, Mozart and Deane
examined on their prescribed works, Irish traditional
(being examined in 2020 and 2021) or
music and general aural skills.
Queen, Tchaikovsky, Bach and Barry - the
course alternates every 3 years.
25% - Composing Exam paper in June: Students
 Irish traditional music
compose a melody and engage in composition to do
 General aural (listening) skills and ‘music
appreciation’ of a variety of different styles
with backing chords, bass lines and descant (harmony)
 The language of music - techniques and
lines
expressive qualities

25% - Music Practical Exam, usually before Easter:
Student testimonial:
Students prepare 4 pieces either singing or on an “Music is probably the subject I enjoy most in
instrument and as a solo or group performance
school. From studying well known-bands like
The Beatles and Queen, to analysing work by
25% - Music Technology Exam, usually before Easter: Berlioz and Tchaikovsky, learning how to write
Students input a prepared piece into Music software melodies and learning to perform, I think music
is a choice that anyone can pick and enjoy no
and make edits to this piece which have a musical
matter what style they like. Since choosing
impact on the music
Music in first year I’ve been able to learn how
to play ukulele, take up and practice piano and
be taught how to sing and perform thanks to
amazing Music teachers we have in the school.
I would highly recommend music as an option
for the Leaving Cert.”
- Sinéad English, Past Student

DCG
Why study DCG
DCG helps to further students'
cognitive and practical skills with
modules like graphic communication,
problem solving, spatial visualisation,
design capabilities, computer
graphics and much more.

Topics Studied
 Orthographic & Auxiliary
Projection
 Developments & Envelopments
 Perspective
 Solids in Contact
 Surface Geometry
 Geologic Geometry
Students who choose to study
DCG enjoy
• Sketching
• Problem Solving
• Working with Computers
• Enjoy project work
• Subjects such as Art,
Technical Graphics, Woodwork
and Metalwork

Course Structure
The DCG course is run over
two years consisting of two
key components.
40% Student Assignment –
This is a Computer Modelling
project in which the students
examine existing products. They
then design their own improved
solutions based on their own
personal interests.
The project runs from
September to December of
6th Year
60% Terminal exam3 hour terminal exam takes
place during the Leaving
Certificate exams in June of
6th year

DCG
Career Possibilities
Studying DCG has proven to be
especially beneficial to students
pursuing the following career
paths
• Apprenticeships
• Architecture
• Building Construction
• Engineering
• Product/Industrial Design
• Software Developers
• Computer Aided Design
Technician
•

Arts

All the career paths above
have been identified as
some of the most highpaying and sought after in
demand jobs of the future

Construction Studies
Why study Construction Studies
Develop knowledge and skills
associated with Construction
Technology
Learn practical skills such as
woodworking, model making and
graphic communication

Assessment
Construction Studies is assessed in 3 parts
Part A - Construction Studies Project - 25%
This is decided on by each student, they can make a construction model or a piece of furniture.
Part B - 4 Hour Practical Exam - 25%
This is a practical skills test in which the students have to make a small project from prescribed
drawings.
Part C - 3 Hour written exam worth 50%
In the final written exam the students will have a choice of any 5 out of 11 presented questions.

Construction Studies
Students who study Construction
Studies are interested in
•

Woodworking & developing their hand craft skills

•

Learning how houses are constructed

•

Subjects such as woodwork, metalwork, technical graphics
and art

•

Interested in renewable sources of energy & technologies

•

Sustainability in the construction industry

Studying Construction Studies has proven to be especially
beneficial to students pursuing the following career paths
• Architecture
• Building Construction
• Engineering
• Apprenticeships
• Tradespeople
• Machinery Operators
• Furniture Making and Design
These are careers that are sought after
worldwide

Engineering
Leaving Certificate Engineering is the study of
mechanical engineering. There are two main areas of
study: workshop processes, and materials and
technology.
Course Overview
Engineering promotes an
educational understanding of the
materials and a knowledge of the
processes associated with
mechanical engineering. This is
achieved through the
development of skills and initiative
in the planning, development and
realization of projects in a safe
manner.

Exam structure
Workshop Processes: This section carries 50% There will be 25% for
a practical exam and 25% for a design and make project.
Materials & Technology: This is the written exam this section will
carry 50% .

Engineering
What type of student would this
subject suit?
Students should have an
understanding for and an interest in
design and practical work. This
subject follows on from Junior Cert
metalwork. Students should be
'hands-on' as they will be working
with tools and machinery on
physical things like metals and
plastic. Also involves designing,
planning and building projects.

Course Content ·
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Health and Safety
·Bench work
·Structure of metals
·Fabrication and finishing
of metals
·Plastics processing
·Machining
·Materials testing
·Joining of materials
·Manufacturing processes

Career Possibilities ·
• Mechanic
• ·Panel Beater
• ·Welder
• ·Plumber
• ·Electronic and
Mechanical Engineering
• ·Architecture
• ·Aircraft Technician Army/Air
Corps
• Industrial Design

9 STEPS TO CHOOSING
SUBJECTS
Choose subjects you will enjoy studying, think back on whatyou really
enjoyed at Junior Cycle level.
Discuss it with as many people as you can. Teachers/Parents/Friends etc
Try and keep your options open as much as possible i.e. choosing a modern
language and/or a science subject forcourse options
Choose subjects you have some kind of a flair for
Research each subject’s content on careers portal
If you are more of a practical learner identify the subjects that have
project work i.e. DCG, Art, History, Geography, Home Economics.
Click here to learn more
Choose subjects linked to a possible future career you areconsidering
i.e. science for medicine
Write down the Pro’s/Con’s on paper if you are trying to select between two
Students should make the final decision (not friends,teachers,
or parents)
Watch the subject choice video and do your research

Extra Curricular and Co Curricular
Activities

Co Curricular Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Choir
Gaisce Awards
School Tours, Nationally &
Internationally
Outings to Theatres, Cinemas
and Third Level Open Days
Debating
Homework Club
Evening Study
Enterprise Competitions
Junior Achievements
Green Schools
Yellow Flag
Student Council

School Musical
Every year our school produces a school musical.
Our recent productions include
• Grease
• Hairspray
• St Tiernan’s Greatest Show
All first year students have the opportunity to
participate in these musicals.
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Sports

At St Tiernan’s Community School we provide a wide variety of
sporting activities including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Soccer
Basketball
Table Tennis
Gaelic Football
Athletics
Badminton
www.sttiernans.ie

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Netball
Olympic Handball
Rowing
Golf
Hurling
Camoige
Dance
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St Tiernan’s Community School,
Parkvale,
Balally,
Dublin 16.
(01) 2953224
runai@tiernans.ie
www.sttiernans.ie
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